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AbstraeGThis paper presents a novel dynamic structure neural 
network (DSNN) and a learning algorithm for training DSNN. The 
performance of a neural network system depends on several factors. 
In that, the architecture of a neural network plays an important 
role. The objective of the developing DSNN is to avoid 
trial-and-error process for designing a neural network system. The 
architecture of DSNN consisb of a three-dimensional set of neurons 
with input'output nodes and connection weights. Designers can 
define ?be maximum connection number of each neuron. Moreover, 
designers can manually deploy neurons in a virtual 3-D space, or 
randomly generate the system structure by the proposed learning 
algorithm. This work also develops an automatic restructuhg 
algorithm integrated in the proposed learning algorithm to improve 
the system performance. Due to the novel dynamic structure of 
DSNN and the restructuring dgorithm, the design of DSNN is fast 
and convenient. Furthermore, DSNN is implemented in C* with 
man-macbine interactive procedures and tested on many cases with 
very promising results. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
RTIFICAL neural networks derive their computing power A through their massively parallel distributed structure and 
their ability to learn and therefore generalize. These informa- 
tion-processing capabilities make it possible for neural networks 
to solve complex problems that currently intractable. However, 
the developed conventional neural networks have a potential 
common defect. The architecture of a conventional neural net- 
work is configured with a regular form, and the designer has to 
improve the system performance by arranging the architecture of 
his designing network with trial-and-error. Because designers are 
impossible to derive all cases for forming a neural network, 
especially markets requires minimum designing time, the 
trial-and-error method may not only causes a neural network 
exhibits a degradation in performance, but also consumes con- 
siderable time in structuring a neural network. 
There are many types of the neural networks for pattern rec- 
ognition. These networks have been successfully applied in 
many problems of various fields. Some of these networks can be 
trained quickly but they do not have a high performance, such as 
CPN. In the other hand, some networks may have high accura- 
cies, but they need to take significant time and design cycles to 
design and train the system, e.g. BP. It i s  difficult to get a balance 
between time-consumption and performance-requirement for 
designing neural networks. Thus, it is need to develop a new 
neural network system that can be constructed and reconstructed 
its network structure by the system itself for easy implement and 
high performance. Therefore, this study proposes a novel neural 
network, called dynamic structure neural network (DSNN), 
which requires a minimum designing time and few training it- 
erations but produces a high accuracy output. 
The performances of many types of neural networks are lim- 
ited by their structure. Therefore the network with fixed archi- 
tecture seem to lack adaptability. The DSNN overcomes this 
problem by allowing new neurons and connections to be created 
in the training stage. By the dynamic architecture of DSNN, the 
data with great similarity and interaction with each other can be 
classified as belonging to its category correctly with high effi- 
ciency. For pattern recognition, the form of input data constitutes 
the very design of the neural network, and therefore holds the key 
to its performance. 2-D Wavelet retains some spatial information 
of the characters. This paper uses this information for recognition 
characters to test and verify the DSNN performance. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the 
optical character recognition technique. Section Ill proposes the 
DSNN and its learning algorithm. Section IV discusses the 
simulation results. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in the last 
section. 
II. D Y " C  STRUCTURENEUR~LNETWOFX 
This work proposes a novel neural network to provide high 
accuracy, fast learning speed and quick convergence for pattern 
recognition. The designing time of the proposed neural network 
is almost zero for various kinds of applcations. Moreover, this 
study develops a training algorithm to increase recognition ac- 
curacy for incorrect input data. The details of the DSNN re- 
garding the supervised training algorithm and dynamic neural 
structure are described in the following subsections. 
A. Network Architecture 
The architecture of DSNN consists of three layers illustrated in 
figure 2. Layer 1 is the input layer with the same size as the input 
vector. Layer 3 is the output layer, and the middle (hidden) layer 
consists of preseted number of neurons that distributed randomly 
in a virtual 3-D space. Each neuron of the hidden layer is labeled 
as H j  , wherej is the sequence number of the hidden neurons. 
The incoming arrow indicates the input of the neuron, and the 
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Figure 3.  Illustration of a virtual 3-D cube space. 
outgoing arrow indicates the output of the neuron. In the OCR 
application, the output stage of DSNN does not perform recog- 
nition function directly. The output layer of the DSNN consists 
of eight neurons for outgutting the recognition result in ASCII 
form. The architecture o f  DSNN is reconfigurable. Initially, 
DSNN is configured with a preset number of neurons for the 
input, hidden and output layer. The position and connection of 
every hidden neuron are randomly generated. Compares to the 
traditional neural network, the DSNN does not require to decide 
the structure of the designing network system. This particular 
feature of the DSNN avoids designers to determine the number 
of layers and neurons by trial-and-etror method that may cause 
the system falls into local minimum. 
The virmal 3-D space of the hidden layer of the DSNN is a cube 
space in computer memory, shows in figure 3. The edge length of 
the virtual cube space depends on the neuron number of the 
entire network. As long as the edge length is defined, the edge 
length is fixed and will not be changed during the network op- 
erating. The edge h g t h  Ld can be defied as follows 
Ld = p x ( l O x N )  (7) 
where N is the total initial neuron number of the network, and 
(lox Nr is the space that preserved for each initially gener- 
ated neurons. p is the space preservation factor used to preserve 
extra space for fiuther neurons generating. Typically, p is 
preseted between 1.5 to 3. Designers can set the value of p by 
experiment for various kinds of applications. 
B. Neuron Operation 
The input vector will be transmitted to the hidden neurons €tom 
the input layer to calculate the activation level. The activation 
level of each hidden neuron is formulated as follows 
/ 
where yo is the output of neuron U, n is the iteration number of 
the process, w, is the weighting of connection fkom original 
neuron i to destination neuron 0, yi is the input of neuron i, bo 
is the bias of neuron 0, po is the activation function, and the 
activation fullction po is always settled between 1 and -1 to 
maintain the convergence property. 
C. Training of Output Layer 
In contrast with BP, DSNN has no distinct layered structure for 
target vector propagating backward to train the hidden layer 
neurons. During training, for an input vector, the network feeds 
the input vector forward and generate a corresponding output 
value with the initial randomly generated weightings, biases, and 
structure, For the target vector corresponding to its input vector, 
we may define the output error as 
where e, is the error of output neuron 0, do is the target value 
of output neuron U, and yo is the actual output value of output 
neuron 0. After getting each error value of all output neurons, we 
start to refme the parameters of the output neurons. The correc- 
tion A y ,  (n) applied to wf0 (n) is defined by 
Awio(n) = 1 * ~  * e o ( n ) * l . ~ o ( ~ ) ~  (10) 
1 if Ay,,(n)>O 
-I if Ay,(n)<O I-; 
where Awb is the weighting variation value of the connection 
from original terminal neuron i to destination terminal neuron U. 
is the refine direction indicator used to 
decide the direction for weighting turning. 
is the learning rate, 
The adjustment applied to bo (H) is defined as 
A 4  (4 = 7. e, (4 (m 
where Ab, is the bias variation value of the output neuron o. 
Now, we define the update formula for the io-& synaptic weight 
and the o-th bias as 
wia (n + 1) = wio ( n )  + Awi, 
b, (n + 1) = b,,(n) + Abo 
(13) 
(14) 
where. w, (n + 1) and bu (n + 1) are the refined weighting and 
bias of output neuron U, respectively. 
D. Training of Hidden Neurons 
Afkr the supervised training process of the output neurons, we 
can start to propagate the error value backward to refine the 
parameters of the hidden neurons. First, the tuning momentum 
g is defined for hidden neurons to determine the turning value 
amount of them. For the hidden neurons connected to the output 
neuron, such as H3 in figure 2, that can be observed the super- 
vised training result of the output neuron om, the process of 
updating the hidden neuron can be formulated as follow 
' 
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where g j  (n) is the turning momentum of the hidden neurons to 
the output neurons. For hidden neurons connected to the other 
hidden neurons, such as H ,  connected to ff, in figure 2, the 
turning momentums of them are calculated from the turning 
momentum of rear side hidden neurons. For example, the tuming 
momentum of neuron H ,  must be calculated by referencing the 
turning momentum of neuron 
hidden neuron i is defined as 
H 3 .  The momentum of these 
(14) 
(17) 
where si (n )  is the momentum of the hidden neuron i ,  g (n)  
is the turning momentum of the hidden neuronj connected to the 
hidden neuron i, Ci is the total connection number of neuron i. 
The update weighting is in the form 
Awji (n)  = E 21. S , ( I Z )  * Iyj (n)J 
1 if Ayi(n)>O 
-1  if Aui(n)<O 
where Awji (n) is the weighting variation value of the connec- 
tion from original neuronj to destination terminal neuron i. The 
correction to b,(n) is 
Abi(n) = *s,(n) (20) 
where Abi is the bias variation value of the hidden neuron i. 
E. Dynamic Connection 
This work proposes the restructuring optimization algorithm 
simulated from the neuron regeneration of the real nerve system. 
Accordmg to the latest discovered knowledge o f  medical science, 
the neuron connections of the real nerve system can be recon- 
figuration by reaching the growth cone of the neuron for the 
place that contains high density of attraction particles [12-161. 
The study simulates the neuroregeneration process to reconstnrct 
and optimize the connections in the hidden layer for optimizing 
DSNN. 
The proposed restsucturing algorithm can produce or prune 
neurons and the connections between neurons in an unsupervised 
manner. This mechanism can help the system to escape the local 
optima by increasing positive connections for promoting a better 
system performance than of it before restructuring, and prune the 
no contribution connections to reduce the calculation complexity. 
The concept of searching the new connections is shown in figure 
4. In figure 4, neuron Nn has three free connectors, with 
weighting wmf, , Fyo/2 and WRIj . These weighting is randomly 
generated from the initial stage. During the training stage, for 
each the fiee connector, this mechanism scans the output values 
of every hidden neuron N~ (k = a, b, . . . , and k # n). According to 
Table 1 
The Growing rules of growth cone 
+ + + Art 
W, Y" yk Art or Rep 
+ + Rep + + Rep 
+ Arr 
+ + Rep + All 
+ A n  
RCTI 
Figure 4. The concept of the neuroregeneration. 
the output value and weighting of the scanned neuron k, the 
correction of the coordinate of the free connectors can be for- 
mulated as follow 
j L. I 
D={ 1 if attraction 
-1 if repulsion 
where A(xh,yhYzf i )  is the correction of coordinate of the 
free connector, Lj  is the distance between the f k e  connector 
and the scanned neuron, and ( x j  ¶ y j  ,zj  ) is the coordinate of 
the scanned neuron. The growing direction of a free connector 
(attraction or repulsion) described in (22) and is according to 
Table I .  To reduce the computational complexity of the network, 
it is need to prune the redundant connections. Considering a 
single neuron, if the absolute value of weighting of a connection 
is relatively smaller than of the others connections after several 
training iterations, the connection will be considered without 
contribution and deleted (pruned) from the system to reduce 
trivial calculation. 
F. Dynamic Mdde L q e r  
The mechanism of the dynamic growth of the middle layer al- 
lows the network to increase its learn ability by producing new 
neurons. When the network is unable to increase its accuracy in 
the training stage, the network reaches its &mum learning 
capability. If the network still keeps learning the training patterns 
under this status, the network may produce incorrect recognition. 
To increase the learning ability of the network, new neurons are 
created in the middle layer described as the former section. In 
order to prevent the network unlimited growing, new neurons are 
generated according to a probabilistic rule. The probability P of a 
new neuron being created is given by 
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Figure 5 Training of DSNN based OCR 
Table 2 
Comparison of Test Results. 
Avg. Avg. Training Network Type Network Size Accmacy Time (Sec) 
DSNN 11x26~8 94% 5.95 
CPN 1 lxsox8 91.33% 2.97 
MLP 11~10x8 93.6% 824 
where e, is the error of the output neuron i, Nh is the current 
number of the hidden neurons in the midde layer. Nk is the 
maximum number of neurons that can be created in the virtual 
cube space. 
For a new generating neuron, its connection, weighting, and 
bias are randomly generated. The designing DSNN with its new 
structure is to be training again by the training algorithm men- 
tioned above before the new network serve. 
G. ConYergence Criterion 
The training algorithm stops iterating either when the per- 
centage of recognition error has been reaches the preset value or 
when a maximum number of iterations have been conducted 
After the training process is completed, the network is tested on a 
new set of the test data to evaluate the performance of the net- 
work. 
m. SLMULATION RESULTS 
A set of the numeral characters with 300 samples is prepared for 
training and testing the DSNN. Each sample is a handwritten 
numeral character, with ranges between '0' to '9'. These data are 
in random order and separated into two groups, one for the 
training set containing 200 samples, the other for the set with 100 
testing samples for evaluation. Wavelet descriptor of resolution. 
level 3 is calculated for each sample, and then encoded and saved 
in a text file for simulator to load and decode for training or 
testing. 
In the initial stage, the hput layer has 11 neurons, the output 
layer has 8 neurons, and hidden layer has 10 neurons. The hy- 
perbolic tangent transfer function is adopted as the activation 
function of every neuron. During the training, the p r o g m  will 
record the data of the training time, recognition accuracy, and 
neuron number of the hidden layer. After the training process 
completed, the network is tested by the testing data set. The 
convergence of the training process is illustrated in fig. 5. From 
fig. 5, it shows that the DSNN produces new neurons in the 
middle of the training stage to increase the recognition accuracy 
of the network. In table 2, it shows that DSNN not only be able to 
provide a smaller size of the middle layer than of other networks, 
but also provide a better recognition accuracy and acceptable 
training time than of other networks, 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a new dynamic structure neural network bas 
been presented. The network can solve the numeric character 
recognition problem and its performance is better than of other 
popular neuron network with small network size and fast training. 
Especially, it requires almost zero designing time to implement 
the network for applications. During training, the proposed 
training algorithm is able to reach a well network structure by 
creating new neurons and deleting the redundant neurons to 
euhance the system capability in unsupervised manner. Finally, 
the result of the testing applies wavelet descriptors of resolution 
level 3 for DSNN to classify the symbol image. From the simu- 
lation results, DSNN provides the 96.91% recognition accuracy 
on the numerical OCR problem. 
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